The aerodynamics of formation flight are studied by modeling wings using a horseshoe vortex. During flight in formation, wings receive upwash created by other wings, and the required power consequently decreases. The leading wing in a V formation receives less benefit, while in a U formation, the power reduction rate remains identical over all wings. In long-distance flights, the U formation is optimal. However, when the process of shifting the leader position in a V formation is considered, as is often observed in actual bird flocks in long-distance flights, the power reduction rates of all wings converge into the same value after several shifts. This value is identical to that of the U formation.
Background and Purpose of Study
Birds often fly in formation. Since the lifting-line theory was proposed by Prandtl, a variety of research has been done on formation flight based on this theory. In the 1970s, Lissaman et al. 1) reported that birds attain higher aerodynamic efficiency by flying in a V formation, extending their flight distance. Recently, Weimerskirch et al. 2) found from measurements of white pelicans during formation flight that wing flapping rate and heart beat rate are less than normally observed during solo flight. The Autonomous Formation Flight Project by NASA, Boeing and UCLA proved that an airplane in the rear position in a formation consumes less fuel during a cruise flight. Flight control of two airplanes in formation has also been attracting attention. 3, 4) The optimal formation pattern has also been studied. Lissaman et al. 1) and Hummel 5, 6) found that the power required by each bird in a formation becomes uniform if they fly in a U formation. Filippone 7) derived a similar result. In actual airplane operations, however, the importance of visually confirming the position of other airplanes in the formation is more important than maximizing the aerodynamic efficiency, and the two-airplane formation is usually used. The formation pattern and leadership are scarcely altered. Although the V formation is used for securing maximum visibility when more than two airplanes fly together, they never fly as close to each other as seen in the formation flights of birds.
Birds also often fly in a V formation in long-distance flights in spite of its unfavorable power requirement compared to a U formation. It is also often observed that the leader position in a V formation is taken alternately by different birds. This suggests that the leader shift in a V formation has some aerodynamic advantage other than securing visibility. Analysis of formation flights taking leader shifts into consideration, which will contribute to the understanding of the formation flight of birds, has not been carried out so far. In this paper, first the optimal formation pattern is analyzed by approximating the wing with a horseshoe vortex and determining the reduction ratio of the required power obtained by flying in formation. Various patterns of leader shift are then studied by comparing the required power reduction ratios including consideration of the leader shift in V formations. [8] [9] [10] In this analysis, a rigid, rectangular wing with no flapping is assumed. Since large birds in long-distance formation flight flap their wings slowly, aerodynamic forces can be well represented by a stationary lifting-line theory without considering the effect of flapping. When a rectangular wing is located in a uniform flow, a vortex sheet flows out from the trailing edge as shown in Fig. 1 , and curls up at the wing tips forming a pair of vortices. This can be represented by overlapping horseshoe vortices, as shown in Fig. 2 . In this case, circulation distribution becomes elliptical. When the bound-vortex part of the overlapping horseshoe vortices is replaced by a vortex line, the lifting line approximation can be used. If the trailing-vortex part of the horseshoe vortices is also replaced by a pair of vortex lines, a single horseshoe vortex is composed. If this horseshoe vortex is approximately equivalent to the original sheet of overlapping horseshoe vortices with an elliptical circulation distribution around the bound-vortex part, the lift of the wing and the circulation À at the wing root and around the trailing vortices must be the same between the two systems of vortices. Assuming an elliptical circulation distribution, the total lift L is obtained from the area of the ellipse as in Eq. (1), where V is the uniform flow velocity, b the wing span, and & the atmospheric density. 
Horseshoe Vortex
In the case of an equivalent horseshoe vortex with a uniform circulation distribution, the total lift over an effective span b 0 is:
The effective span b 0 is then:
There is an upwash outside the horseshoe vortex and downwash inside. The upwash and downwash are maximum in the same plane as the wing plane. Formation flight effectively utilizes this upwash.
Induced Velocity in Formation Flight

5,6)
The wing # induces upwash on the wing " as shown in Fig. 3 . Flight velocity V and the formation pattern are assumed to be constant. The dashed lines in the figure represent equivalent horseshoe vortices. The x-axis is taken negative to the flight direction, while the y-axis is taken normal to it in the right-hand direction. The lateral distance between two wing tips is Áy "# , while their longitudinal distance is Áx "# . Wing # induces velocity w "# ðy " Þ on wing ", which is a function of y " , the lateral position of wing ".
At first, dimensionless parameters are introduced. Wing span b " ð" ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ, where n is the number of wings in the formation, is normalized by the reference span b as:
Denoting wing area S " , the aspect ratio A " is:
Lateral dimensionless distance Y "# between the wing roots is:
while the longitudinal non-dimensional distance X "# is:
Likewise, the normalized lateral position of the wing " is:
Circulation À # around the horseshoe vortex representing wing # can be expressed using the wing area S # and the lift coefficient c L# as:
The Biot-Savart Law gives the velocity w "# ðy " Þ induced by wing # on wing ". Let us take the sum of the velocities induced by vortices 1, 2, and 3 as shown in Fig. 3 on wing #. Expressing terms determined by the geometry of the formation as the geometric functions, F "# ðy " Þ, we obtain:
After integrating the induced velocity along the span ð%B " Þ=4 of the wing ", and normalizing by the span, the average induced velocity w "# which is spanwise uniform is derived. 
The geometric function can be integrated as:
where, a 1 and a 2 are:
These relationships are used in the following sections to obtain the required power in formation flights.
Required Power in Formation Flight
5,6)
4.1. Derivation of required power Let us consider a formation of geometrically identical wings flying level at a constant altitude. Flight velocity V and the formation pattern are assumed constant. Lift coefficient c L" is expressed in terms of dynamic pressure q and wing weight W " as:
When a single wing (denoted by subscript 0") is in level flight, lift L 0" is equal to the weight W " , and the required power N 0" is expressed by the drag D 0" as:
A wing within a formation receives upwash w " caused by all of the other wings, and the direction of lift is altered as shown in Fig. 4 by the upwash angle 0 " , which is:
The upwash creates a forward component of lift, which in turn reduces the drag. The amount of drag reduction ÁD " is:
Accordingly the required power is reduced by ÁN " , which is:
The local relative power reduction e " is defined as the ratio of the required-power reduction of the wing " in a formation to the required power N 0" of the same wing in solo flight, which is:
The total power reduction with n-wing formation ÁN is:
Since the total power required by n wings in solo flight N 0 is:
the total relative power reduction E of all the wings in the formation is given by: 
where, w " is the sum of velocities induced by other wings, which is, by Eq. (14):
Thus,
Assuming elliptical circulation distribution along the span of each wing in solo flight, the induced drag c Di;ell of a rectangular wing in solo flight is expressed as:
Thus, e " becomes:
The value of ðc Di;ell =c D Þ 0" is determined next. The drag coefficient c D0" is given in terms of the parasite drag coefficient c Dp0" as:
The drag coefficient for maximum range 11) is given by: 
The drag coefficient for minimum power 11) is: 
The total relative power reduction E for the whole formation is:
where, the reduction of required power ÁN " can be obtained from the local relative power reduction given in Eq. (23) as:
E can be now written as:
Or, utilizing the aspect ratio:
Analyses can now be carried out using E and e " thus obtained.
Optimal Formation Pattern
12,13)
First, the total relative power reduction E is plotted against the lateral wing tip distance Á in wings n becomes insignificant when n is larger than 30. Figure 6 shows the relationship between E and the longitudinal distance between wings. It is clear that the longitudinal distance has no influence on the power reduction. Next, a V formation of 15 wings was investigated, with Áy "# ¼ 0:5 m and the sweep back angle of the formation 45 deg from the y-axis. The formation pattern and e " of each wing are plotted in Figs. 7 and 8 with the symbol . It can be observed that e " of the leading wing is the lowest.
Since E depends only on the lateral wing distances irrespective of longitudinal distances as shown above, let us now consider the problem of determining the optimum longitudinal distances in terms of specified lateral distances using e " . Specifically, the formation pattern in which e " of all the wings are uniform and equal to E of the V formation was determined by calculating the position of each wing at which the difference between e " and E is minimized. The optimization was carried out using the sequential quadratic programming method, 14) with the objective function defined by:
The results are plotted in Figs. 7 and 8 with the symbol . Figure 7 shows that the formation takes a U pattern, and Fig. 8 shows that all e " are identical to E. In a long-distance formation flight of airplanes, the leader of a V formation will run out of fuel before all others, while in the case of a U formation, all airplanes in the formation consume fuel at the same rate, which is actually lower than that of the leader of the V formation. Consequently, the U formation is capable of covering a longer flight distance than the V formation.
Leader Shift in V Formation
15,16)
Leader shift modes
Although U formations are aerodynamically better suited for long-distance flight, as shown above, birds are often observed to fly in a V formation and shift the formation leader from time to time. This suggests that an aerodynamic reason might exist for their behavior. By scrutinizing the leader shift behavior in a documentary film of migrating birds, 17) two modes of leader shift were observed: Mode (A) Birds in the rear make simultaneous advances until one of them reaches the leading position (Fig. 9 ). Mode (B) One bird simply advances and takes up the leading position (Fig. 10) . Mode (A) occurred more often than (B) in the film. 6.2. Required power reduction rate associated with the leader shift Before analyzing these observed modes, let us calculate the average relative power reduction associated with the leader shift. Since the local power reduction rates e " change when the leader position is taken by another bird, it is proposed that the behavior be analyzed by comparing the mean value of e " , denoted by e " mean . When we consider one wing " in the formation and calculate e " for every leader shift, its sum divided by the number m of the formation changes is the mean relative power reduction e " mean : relative power reduction advance forward because of their higher speed due to lower drag. On the other hand, the leader, whose relative power reduction is low, lags behind because of traveling at a lower speed, caused by higher drag.
Let us consider a seven-wing, V formation as shown in Fig. 11(a) . Figure 12 (a) is a plot of the e " of each wing, where the 2nd and the 6th have the largest value, and are candidates for the next leader. As the next step, wings on the left-hand side (1 through 3) advance until the 2nd becomes the leader, as shown in Fig. 11(b) . Figure 12(b) shows the values of e " mean at this moment. Next the 6th wing which has the largest e " mean and the wing on its right advance until the formation has the pattern shown in Fig. 11(c) . Each time the formation takes on a new pattern, e " mean is re-calculated, and the wing which has the largest value of e " mean becomes the leader in the next step and the neighboring wings advance correspondingly. Figures 11  and 12 show a sequence of formation changes and the associated e " mean changes. After seven shifts, when all wings have taken a lead position, all e " mean become nearly uniform. This value is very close to the dashed line in the figure, which is the e " of a U formation. When the same sequence was repeated more than seven times, the e " mean converged to the same, uniform value after showing fluctuations between 0.10 and 0.12.
Mode (B)
Let us start with the same seven-wing, V formation as shown in Fig. 13 (a) . In the next step, the 2nd wing, which is one of the two with the largest e " thus far, is made the leader, to make the formation shown in Fig. 13 (b) . Figure 14 (b) shows the values of e " mean at this moment. Next the 6th wing, having the largest e " , is made the leader. Each time the formation takes on a new leader, the e " mean is recalculated, and the wing with the largest value is advanced to be the next leader. After seven shifts, when each one has been at the lead, all e " mean take a nearly uniform value, which is close to the dashed line showing the e " mean of a U formation. After more than seven additional shifts, the e " mean of each wing converges to a nearly uniform value after fluctuating between 0.10 and 0.12.
If we pay closer attention to the wing that was originally at the lead position, the convergence rate is larger in the case of Mode (A). This could explain the observed fact that Mode (A) is more frequently seen than (B).
Apart from aerodynamic considerations, the V formation has an advantage in visibility. It has been observed that birds tend to align on a line connecting their eyes to their wing tips. 5) There is also an assumption 18) that a strong male takes the lead in a V formation if birds in the formation are blood relatives, and that, if they are not related, a U formation in which all birds take equal loads results due to the unwillingness of the birds to take the lead. In the present research, these biological factors were not taken into account.
Conclusion
The aerodynamics of formation flight were analyzed theoretically, representing a wing with a horseshoe vortex and obtaining the reduction of the required power in formation flight. By investigating the relative power reduction, the U formation was found to be optimal for a long-distance flight in formation. The V formation, often observed for birds in flight, was also investigated taking the leader shift process into account. It was found that by repeatedly shifting the formation leader, relative power reduction for each wing becomes nearly equal to each other and approaches the value of the U formation.
